ACROSS
1. Cachet
7. Ready to be driven
11. Deg. held by Woodrow Wilson
14. Having to rob Peter to pay Paul, maybe
15. Fedora-sporting movie adventurer, familiarly
16. Duracell designation
17. Cheech or Chong persona
18. Without stumbling, say
20. Hits are a measure of it
22. Slippery swimmers
23. Instrument on Ireland’s coat of arms
26. Does some intricate scheming
28. There-square link
29. Casablanca-to-Algiers dir.
30. "None for me, thanks"
34. Two-masted ships of yore
38. Madre’s brother
39. Handles for trolls
40. Design expert who thinks about navigation
42. "___ Como Va" (Santana hit)
43. Piece of good advice
47. Title simian in a Ronald Reagan film
49. Gold, in Guadalupe
50. ___ Duncan (Obama cabinet member)
51. Portmanteau applicable to Khan Academy
54. Like some tea leaves
55. Genesis shepherd
58. Online haven for many shady dealings ... or a clue to seven other answers adjacent to three consecutive black squares
60. Colorful blooms shaped like funnels
62. Undulation
66. Absorb, as a financial loss
67. Move like a hummingbird
68. Brigham Young University athlete
69. "Fifth Beatle" Sutcliffe
71. NYC cathedral facing Rockefeller Center, informally

DOWN
1. Malia, to Sasha
2. ___ equivalent (measure of explosive strength)
3. Uproar
4. Spikes in a thru-hiker’s gear
5. Taxi alternative
6. It’s attached to most juice boxes
7. "Saved by the Bell" actress ___-Amber Thiesen
8. Boost the entertainment value of, say
9. Draw forth
10. Just for Men, e.g.
11. Cocktail-party spread
12. Lecture setting
13. Phileas Fogg’s 80
19. Half-moon tide
21. Duck features
23. Rub elbows (with)
24. Southwestern gulch
25. Cleanup hitters, usually
27. Ropemaking fiber
31. Western business ___ (Model U.N. standard)